Affinity Diva Spa Pro
AFDIVASPAPRO/B

_______________________________________________________________________________
The Affinity Diva Spa Pro is a very flexible, fully electric, multi-functional couch that happily lends itself to
any treatment but is most commonly used for massage, reflexology, hypnotherapy, beauty and body
treatments. A wonderful investment for any professional spa/salon or treatment/therapy centre.
With a generous 4 inches of sumptuous Therafoam comfort padding, soft touch PU upholstery and
padded side arm rests, the Affinity Diva Spa Pro takes client comfort and security to another level. For
added comfort and convenience, not to mention flexible therapist positioning, the Diva Spa Pro includes
a nape bolster, breathe hole and face cradle frame with cushion and hanging arm rest.
One of the Affinity Diva Spa Pro’s most renowned features is its clearance meaning that, as with all Affinity
couches, therapists can get their knees under the couch for seated treatments, whilst still being able to
enjoy having the under-couch storage cabinet.
Another key feature has to be the ease of adjustment. The Diva Spa Pro’s height is adjusted via the foot
pedal, which can be easily accessed from either side of the couch, whilst a conveniently positioned, user
friendly hand-held control panel can also be used to operates the back and knee rest angles as well as the
height. Making the couch move are 4 European Dewert actuators which are renowned for their reliability
and longevity.
The Affinity Diva Spa Pro is a truly luxurious, great-looking, fully electric couch that will ensure your
customers have the best treatment experience and looks the part in any environment thanks to its classic
and timeless design.
KEY FEATURES:






Therafoam comfort padding
Luxury feel PU upholstery
Electrical lifting back rest
Electrical lifting knee rest
User-friendly controls (foot and hand held)










Height adjustable
Great clearance for seated work
Quality construction
Includes face cradle frame, cushion, armrest and nape bolster
Removable side arm rests
Uses 4 Dewert European actuators
Excellent under couch storage cabinet
Rounded corners

Affinity Diva Spa Pro Specifications
Height Adjustment:

71cm – 86.cm (28”– 34”)

Weight:

122kgs

Set up dimensions:

Width 71cm (28”)

Excl. face cradle & armrest:

Length 184cm (72.5”)

Incl. face cradle & armrest:

Length inc. headrest 211cm (83”)

Materials:

European beech wood frame, 4" Therafoam padding,
PU vinyl.

Weight Capacity:

295kgs / 46.5 stone

Warranty:

2 years

Ports for Face Cradle/Paper Towel
Holder:

Both ends.

Colours:

Biscuit

Shipping W&Ds (approx):

W81cm x L188cm x H86.4cm. Weight 135.6kgs.
Due to the cabinet, this couch is heavy.

